
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of turbine engineer.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for turbine engineer

To meet such requirements, turbine section designers face myriad of
challenges requiring the skill, knowledge, and experience of Mechanical,
Aero, and Thermal Engineering analysts
This position is designed to align the prospective Bachelor’s or Master’s
degree candidate with turbine components design and then completely
immerse that individual within the technical details of stress-strain, thermal,
aerodynamic, vibration and life-cycle analysis
Lead steam turbines application and requisition for projects, owning all
aspects of technical proposals and requisition activities, including on-time-
delivery and reduction of cycle times among others
Own the engineering support to respond to internal and external customer
requests for technical information, ensuring the timely presentation and
execution of solutions
Understand and translate market requirements and dynamics to drive value
selling and promote NPI/NTI plans
Execute WindSCADA (Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition),
WindCONTROL, and TurbineCONTROL software upgrades
Identify & escalate customer software issues that arise during and following
the software upgrade process within ServiceNow
Work directly with the design, requisition and CM&U teams to plan, execute
and troubleshoot software upgrade projects
Lead business critical fleet-wide projects and initiatives within the TSO team
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Develop advanced technical expertise to provide world-class software
troubleshooting and support across the fleet

Qualifications for turbine engineer

Prior direct work experience with a major steam turbine supplier
Mechanical Engineering degree (or equivalent in knowledge/experience)
Self-starter with initiative and interpersonal skills to direct projects and work
in matrix environment
Currently pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical or Aerospace
Engineering, from an accredited college or university
Must graduate between May 2016 to summer of 2017
Currently pursuing a Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering


